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About This Game

In Delicious - Emily's New Beginning, Emily's lovely little family welcomes its newest member! After the birth of their
daughter, Emily and Patrick have to pick up daily life. Although there are lots of loving moments to cherish, local rivalry and

the combination of work and parenthood are challenging. Will Emily's Place be a success again? Find out now and play
Delicious - Emily's New Beginning!

Currently Mac version only available in English.
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KANSEI is a direct sequel to JISEI, so if you haven't played that game first, you'll probably want to, as it references events and
characters from the previous game. If JISEI was like a prequel, KANSEI is where the story really begins, and it's a game I feel
you really need to play with the first one in order to get an idea as to whether or not this series will be one for you.

This time around, you're tagging along with the characters you met in JISEI as they go to report to their client - William Auten
himself, the chairman of Auten Engineering. There, you stumble into yet another murder investigation, though fortunately this
time you're not a suspect. During your investigation, you'll also pick up tidbits about the mysterious main character's past, like
his name and a bit of his history, as well as clues about the experiments Auten Engineering was running in the past and their
connection to events in the present. You'll also meet the fan favourite Li Mei, who is possibly even more of a mystery than our
protagonist.

KANSEI improves a lot on what was already good in JISEI. Now when you click examine, the main character, nicknamed
Kangai, doesn't just tell you what he observes. The game relies on you to do the observing for him, by clicking on the various
objects around the room and reading what he has to say about them. This isn't just a feature for fun, either - some of the items you
click on will unlock new pieces of dialogue or lead you to clues that help you solve the case.

Something else KANSEI has improved on is the branching routes that visual novels are famous for. Now instead of only having the
true route and a dead end route, there are actually four endings - two regular, one a dead end, and one the true end - which are
necessary for unlocking the Epilogue. Endings are determined by the choices you make, and choosing to trust - or not trust - certain
characters can change the route you're on. You'll find that completing all of the endings, and replaying the game to select different
choices, is necessary in order to learn everything you can from the game about the series larger mystery.

The voice acting also steps up a bit this game, as you can tell the voice actors are getting more comfortable in their roles as the
recurring characters. But if you prefer to read on your own, you still have the option of turning the voices off, or just turning them
off for specific characters, just like in JISEI.

If you enjoyed the last game, and you love mystery stories with a psychic twist and a great sense of humor to lighten the mood, this
game is definitely one you should try. The JISEI series only gets better with each installment!. Pretty nice bonuses to the game!
Might be helpful for the beginners and later on :)
. This is an interesting linear RTS. Every time you finish a stage, you earn money and unlock the potential to go onto the next one.
You use the money to upgrade your units and your income, the cost of each upgrade the value of the previous two upgrades added
together. Unfortunately this makes upgrades almost not worth it at all if you didn't need them to try and beat the game on extreme
difficulty.

The music is kinda bland and the whole game just feels kinda soulless. There's little simplistic story text describing each stage to give
it a little something.

Ultimately, I'm neutral towards this game. I could give or take it. However, I side on the not recommended due to the upgrading
system.. I got this for my wife. She loves any games where you have to solve puzzles. This sounded like the game for her, but she
really did not like it. This game is basically a dumbed down version of Clue. She thought it was boring, not challenging, and made
her motion sick due to the first person view. She said the first person wouldn't have been an issue except that anytime the player
moves from one room to the other the transitions are unneccesarily long and the turns are fast. In fact, my wife had only "found"
about 1\/2 the items\/people, when she was so sick that she just guessed at the person\/place\/weapon to end the game. And she
guessed it right! My wife said even though it was only a couple of bucks, it was a waste of time and money. I wouldn't get this if I
were you.. The Academy is shmuck bait. It is a college, albeit a military college, but is more expensive than a regular college, AND
a regular college can be set to provide military education anyway. It's like trading away a shotgun that can turn into a shovel for a
more expensive shotgun that can't turn into a shovel and needing to buy a shovel separately. If you so badly need absolute elite
shock troops that it's worth having a permanent military college that can't be set to normal education in times of peace, then you
have bigger problems in-game than this DLC can address.. Kind of boring \/ bugged

Why would I solve the same puzzle in 6x8, 12x16 or 15x20? 15x20 is kind of fun, there are pretty pictures. But, if I solved this,
why should I replay it in 6x8?!? Who would even start with this? There is absolutely no match in 6x8. OK, you could argue, then
don't play it in 6x8. But... Who would do so? If archievements are a must-have, it's just a bloody dumb test. Moreover, I can't see,
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which on I've solved already. If you solve a 15x20, you get a simple "Completed".
Doesn't see any others reporting this, as I played, I often start a new puzzle and all pieces are crowded above of the screen. Or some
tiles (first three lines) are displayed in the puzzle itself and the rest at the bar to the right. Starting one puzzle, the puzzle was even
almost solved? Got to be a bug...

So, if you're a hardcore puzzle fan, take it. Else, you better off with the Pixel Puzzle Series.
I stopped playing at the end of Medieval Ships.. While interesting, this game is really not worth the price. Even if you really don't
mind the few dollars it takes to purchase it, I wouldn't recommend it. I myself regretted the purchase after a multitude of short, only
fleetingly interactive endings. It took 32 minutes for me to get all of them. The story is not presented in a way that is
understandable, and while I can appreciate abstract stories and endings, this game truly just seems poorly done. If it was free, I'd
say it would be worth it to kill a bit of boredom. Since it's not, I'd just head for games that are a lot better and often lower in price
or even free. Like others recommend, you could even just check out vgperson translated JRPG horror games.
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adds to the game. The U.I. is incredible

But that's about it
Full of bugs, incredibly laggy
I can't even hire employees, they're just free ghosts.
I can publish the worst phone known to man with the worst ratings and sell out in days.
And it takes like thirty seconds for any menu to even load\/. I really enjoyed this TD. Simple and fun game. It had everything I
look for in a TD.

Pros
- Cute graphics
- Short sessions (story)
-Spot-on speed of gameplay
- Meaningful tower upgrades & variety
- Simple rules
- No bugs were found
- No buildfields. You can place towers everywhere
- Cheap game

Cons
- Short.
- Few types of towers.
- Need more bosses.

I put this game almost as high as these, I just wish it was a bit longer.. A fast and exciting game with non stop action. I especially
enjoy the freedom of an enire arena in which you are free to fly around in all directions to locate and shoot your opponents.. I
absolutely love this game!!!!
It has a (kind of) random enemy generator and bosses when you least expect them.
It's very very very very.... 93729 very's later.... very addicting ;)

Totaly recommend this game!
WORTH THE 12\u20ac. So ur this dude on a dirt byke ryt,

u go VRRRRRRRRRRRRRM VRM VRMMMMMMM!!!! and complete obstacle course like tracks, the harder the difficulty -
the more you will want to throw your computer right out the ♥♥♥♥in window.

Fun game for a few minutes every day, great way to♥♥♥♥♥♥away 20 minutes while you wait for your latest Blueray rip
1080p porno staring Sasha Grey and Lexi Belle to download.. Still one of my favorite surprise gem games. Original and unique,
beautifully laid out with plenty to do. Great game. Wish for a sequel still this many years later.
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